My Personal Learning Plan
As you know, we are part of a pilot, along with Redmyre and Marykirk Schools. In
order to improve communication and share learning more effectively we are
using the Personal Learning Plans (green folders) to record what we have been
learning in class and to share achievements with each other.
As with every trial/pilot, things sometimes need to be clarified! Here are a few
things that have been brought to my attention –
My Weekly Learning Log –
 Only 2 or 3 curricular things will be shared each week.
 ‘What stuck with me this week’ means – What main thing have I
remembered this week not what I have been stuck on.
 Things which have been found to be tricky are discussed in class and
addressed. Please don’t worry. If we have a concern regarding your child’s
progress or time at school, we’ll get in touch with you.
My achievements – Please record any achievements at home that you would like
to share on our achievements table. If you or your child would like to tell us a bit
about it, why not fill in the ‘I am an achiever’ sheet, which is also included in this
section of the folder?
As the children and their teachers are now looking at examples of work
from this term to include in the folder and as we are holding our open day
today (Friday 30th September), folders will not be sent home until next
week, when we hope you enjoy looking at and sharing some of the work your
child has done this term.
We will of course be gathering people’s thoughts on these folders at the end of
the session. If however, you have any comments to make, regarding their use
just now, please fill in the section below and return it to Mrs Mann (HT).
Many thanks
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